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There are several models which show phonological structures in sign language. Of these. the MH 

model (Movement Hold model) and MH model (Movement Position model) are typical. The biggest 

difference between the two is that the former has the same structure as the syllable model in spoken 

language phonology. which uses syllables to represent phonological phenomena. but the latter does not. 

Although the main advantage of using syllables is that it is possible to compare sign language phonology 

with that of spoken language. some problems with the MP model remain. A few proposed revisions have 

been presented. but with little success. In this paper, I suggest new ways of representing the structure of 

sign language phonology using syllables. Furthermore. by considering sign and spoken languages in the same 

way, we win be able to draw comparisons which will lead towards a better explanation of sign language. 

Nowadays. the role of sign language is becoming increasingly important in the field of nursing. Approaching 

sign and spoken languages from the same viewpoint. rather than separately. will lead to an increased 

understanding of them within the field. 
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1. Introduction 

There are some prosodic models of ASL 
(American Sign Language), for example, the 
Movement Hold model (MH model) (Lid dell, 
1984, Liddell & Johnson, 1989, Liddell, 
1990)11.12.13), the Movement Location model 

(Hand Tier model; ML model) (Sandler, 1986, 
1987, 1989)18.19.20) and the Movement Position 

model (Moraic Theory of Syllable Structure; 
MP model) (Perlmutter, 1992, 1993)15.16). Liddell 
(1993)"), who proposes the MH model, demon

strates that there are a number of phenomena 
which we cannot explain using the MP model. 
Hayes (1993)5) shows his proposed revision of 
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the MP model. In this article I reconsider the 
inadequacy of the MP model, show that there 
is a problem also in the proposed revision by 
Hayes, and suggest an alternative theory. 

2. The MH model 

The MH model is proposed in Liddell 
(1984)11), Liddell & Johnson (1989)12) and Liddell 
(1990)13), and is still being developed. Liddell 
proposes two sequential units, an H (hold) 
segment and an M (movement) segment, COT

responding to stationary OT moving states of 
the articulators. The MH model has a skele
tal and a melody tier, which also exist in the 
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phonological structure given by Hayes (1989)41 
and Hyman (1985)7) in the phonology of spoken 
languages. A skeletal tier contains Ms and 
Hs, and a melody tier a number of articulatory 
features specifying hand configuration, orien
tation and the relevant locations involved in 
the production of the sign. In (1 a) melody 

features (abbreviated as ai' b l , b2) spread to 
every segment of the sign. Thus, the set of 
features represented by a l will attach to the 
initial H, the M, and the final H, as illustrated 
in (Ib). 

(I) a. H M H b. a l 

~ 
a l H M H 

V""J 
b l b2 b l b, 

This can be considered to be the same as 
initial syllabification in an earlier stage where 

syllables are formed. After that, it is treated 
as a segmental difference depending on the 

situation, which can be easily explained by 
two rules, which are M-epenthesis and H-de

letion. 1 In (2), GOOD and IDEA, for example, 
are each syllabified as initial syllabification 
with the syllable structures of oral languages 
but they are not really syllables, combined 
with each other, and M-insertion applies to 
the structures before H -deletion. This is the 

resyllabification in spoken languages, and 
GOOD IDEA as an output begins with an ini
tial H before consecutive Ms and ends with a 
final H. 

(2) GOOD IDEA 
H M H H M H 

~ ~ 
a b x y 

M-epenthesis H M H M H M H 

a b x y 

H-deletion H M M M H 

a b x y 

3. The MP model 

MP is a theory in which Purlmutter 
(1992) 15

1 explains ASL phonology with syllabifi
cation, and it is considered alongside the 
moraic theory of phonology being developed 
by Hyman (1985)7', McCarthy & Prince (1986f', 
Hayes (1989)41, and others. In MP a mora is 

considered as a unit of phonological weight 
and a timing unit or a unit of phonological 
length, and a syllable consists of one mora or 
two. There are two features, a movement (M) 
and a position (P), on a tier of the syllable 
structure in the segment like (3). 

(3) a. GOOD (not phrase-final) 

a 

I 
/1 

~ 
[Jp [JM [Jp 

b. GOOD (phrase-final) 

a 

~ 
/1 /1 

~ 
[Jp [JM [Jp 

When GOOD and IDEA, which have had ini
tial syllabification applied, are resyllabified as 
GOOD IDEA in (2), mora insertion is triggered 
in GOOD in (3a), and it becomes (3b). 

4. Problems raised by Liddeli 

Liddell (1993)'" raises the following con
cerning MP: 

CD In MP, DEFLATED can be illustrated only 
as in (4). 
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(4) DEFLATED 
a 

I 
IJ. 

I 
[ lp 

The MP model is not useful in accounting for 
the long initial hold, the movement, and the 
final hold. In the MH model it can be illus· 
trated as (5). 

(5) DEFLATED 
H M H 

~ 
B 0 

If a hold is considered as syllable weight, 
namely a mora, DEFLATED needs four moras. 
This is because in the emphatic form a long 
hold (two moras) is inserted in the initial posi· 
tion, and one mora in the handshape change 
and one mora in the final hold. 

In spoken language, it is not considered 
that there are two moras in onset, so it is diffi· 
cult to explain it using syllables. Perlmutter 
basically never considers syllables to have 
any holds in initial position. He believes that 
movemental syllables end in a hold only in fi· 
nal position; otherwise they have no hold, and 
mora insertion correctly predicts the distribu· 
tion of holds in phrase·final position. Liddell, 
however, says that some signs never end in a 
hold, even in phrase·final position (HAPPY). 
Some signs begin with a hold (GOOD, RICH, 
POWER). 

If Liddell's observation is true, in the MP 
model, P is considered as a consonant of spo· 
ken phonology. Perlmutter explains it by tak· 
ing up sonority hierarchy in (6) and (7). 

(6) a. Classes of segments (or the features that 
characterize them) are ranked in a SO· 
NORITY HIERARCHY. 

b. Each relative sonority peak in a phono· 
logical string is the nucleus of a syllable. 
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c. Vowels are more sonorous than conso· 
nants. 

(7) In sign languages, Ms are more sonorous 
than Ps. 

In other words, a consonant in spoken pho· 
nology is identified with P in MP model in 
sign language phonology, and a vowel with M. 
M means neither handshape nor second 
movement but path movement. In (4), if 
DEFLATED has four moras, there is no M but 
only one P, which means that P has four moras. 
This is a very unnatural situation: A syllable 
without any vowels is rare, and a consonant 
with plural moras rarely exists. 
® The other problem is that in which P has 

the feature of handshape change. In the 
MP model, as mentioned above, an M 
means only path movement and not hand· 
shape change. Then, according to Liddell 
(1993)14), the initial P in (8a) places the hand 
at the correct location but does not contain 
features which account for handshape 
change. But lone P in (8b) must show the 
placement of the hand and account for the 
initial and final handshapes. The three Ps 
. two Ps of (8a) and one P of (8b) . are all 
different. 

(8) a. UNDERSTANDp"," 

a 

I 
IJ. 

~ 
[lp [lM [lp 

b. UNDERSTANDn,"p",,, 
a 

I 
IJ. 

I 
[ lp 
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(9) a. UNDERSTANDp"h 
HCI HC, 

~ 
H M H 

~ 
LocI Loc, 

b. UNDERSTANDno"p"h 
HCI HC, 

~ 
H M H 

~ 
LocI 

In the MH model, however, the structure of 
MHM is the same both in path and non-path 

movements in (9), and there is no difference 
between Ms and Hs in (9a) and (9b). 

® SHOCKED is illustrated as follows. 

(10) SHOCKED 

0 0 

I I 
fl fl 

I I 
[ lp [ lp 

(S ---> C) (C ---> S) 

In (10) each mora indicates handshape change 

but does not show initial hold nor final hold. 

(lJ) SHOCKED 
H M M H 

~ 
S C S 

In the MH model the two Hs are thought to be 

an initial hold and a final hold, and the two 
Ms between them two handshape changes: S 

---> C and C ---> S. Though impossible to explain 
by the MP model, this can be easily explained 
byMH. 
® GOOD NIGHT as a phrase is different from 
GOOD"NIGHT as a compound word in its 

length. Whether a mora is a unit of length or 

weight is problematic, but I will not consider 

that in detail here. This problem will be tak
en up in the next section, but here I consider 

it to be a unit of length. 

(12) GOOD NIGHT 
H M H M H M H 

~ V1V1 
a b x y x y 

GOOD"NIGHT 

H M H 

I V1 
a x y 

(13) GOOD NIGHT 

0 0 0 

I I I 
fl fl fl 

~ ~ ~ 
[ lp [ lM [ lp [ lM [ lp [ lM [ lp 

GOOD"NIGHT 

o o 

I ~ 
fl fl fl 

~ N 

Purlmutter (1993)19) does not mention any of 

the structural changes described above. 

5. Revision proposed by Hayes and this thesis 

Hayes (1993)5) proposes the following revision 

of the MP model: 

(14) DEFLATED 

B 0 

~ 
[fllo [fllo 

............ -.1 
P 
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(15) 

(16) 

SHOCKED 
S C S 

~ 
[pl a 

I 
P 

a. UNDERSTAND,"h 
S I 

'v/ 
[pl a 

~ 
PI P, 

b. UNDERSTAND',",'lh 
S I 

'v/ 
[pla 

I 
PI 

c. UNDERSTANDnonpath. empahatic 
S I 

.... /"---J 
[pla [pla 

................ .1 
PI 

(17) a. GOOD 

[pla 

NIGHT 
[pl a 

~ ~ 
[pla 

~ 
PI M P, M P, M P, 

GOODNIGHT 
[pl a 

~ 
PI M P, 

Before considering Hayes's revision, 

would like to ask whether syllable structures 
of moraic phonology are necessary in ASL. 
What are the advantages of moraic phonology 
in ASL? Indeed, what exactly is a mora? 

Each phonologist gives a different definition of 
mora, which is usually taken to mean either 
length or weight of a syllable, and this is 
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discussed in Brentari & Bosch (1990)11. One 

definition is that a mora is usually taken as 
syllable weight in quantity sensitive language, 
and it triggers stress. However, it is unclear 
whether stress plays a great role in ASL pho
nology. On the other hand, Liddell speaks 
about the mora in terms of duration, so he 
seems to think of it as syllable length. But 
each mora has a different length both in col
loquial and sign language phonology. Also, it 
is difficult to take the mora as a unit of length 
considering BrentaIi & Bosch's discussion. 

In addition, I wonder if syllable structure 

is essential. Liddell explains ASL without us
ing a syllable structure, although Perlmutter 

and Hayes use it because they can compare 
the syllable structure of sign languages with 
that of spoken languages and can find the dif
ferences between them. It is, furthermore, 
because they can explain vaIious phenomena 
in sign language phonology by analogy with 
spoken language phonology. I, however, 

doubt that the syllables of the former play the 

same role as those of the latter. In consideIing 
whether they are necessary or not, I present 
the syllable structures of Perlmutter, their revi
sion by Hayes, and my own thoughts on them. 
Perlmutter only illustrates the syllable struc
ture (4), and Hayes proposes (14). 

The emphatic forms of signs like DE

FLATED pose a serious problem, because the 
MP model would treat them as single P seg

ments since there is no path movement. And 
the MP model is not capable of accounting for 
the sequence of the long initial hold, the 
movement, then the final hold, because the 

sign is treated as consisting of only a single 
segment. Non-path movements are not Ms in 
the MP model but path movement are, and (4) 

has to show the sequence of the initial hold, 
the non-path movement (handshape change), 
and the final hold, which is impossible. Hayes 

increases the number of moras and shows the 
handshape change. In the MP model by Perl
mutter, M and P express a vowel and a conso
nant in spoken language phonology. If so, a 
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syllable with two moras, consisting of only 
consonants, is very unusual in spoken language 
phonology. As mentioned above, this is be· 
cause Perlmutter does not consider non·path 
movements, handshape changes and second 
movements to be Ms, and M is considered as 
a vowel of spoken language phonology. I 
propose the following revision: 

(I8) DEFLATED 

a a 

1 ~ 
Jl Jl Jl 

l/1 1 

P M P 

In the MP model, as short hold has one mora, 
it is difficult to express this structure by one 
syllable, and I propose that it should be divided 
into two syllables. In this case, a mora is given 
to the initial hold. According to Perlmutter, 
the fact that a P can be a syllable nucleus only 
if not adjacent to an M is then explained in 
exactly the same way as the fact that in oral 
languages a consonant can be a syllable nucleus 
only if not adjacent to a vowel. As it is impos· 
sible for onset to have a mora in the syllable 
structure of spoken phonology, the P which is 
given a mora should be thought to form a sylla· 
ble by itself. This is less than ideal situation, 
but there is no other way to explain initial 
short or long hold at present. Even if a P is ad· 
jacent to an M, it should be a syllable nucleus. 
I propose, too, that the range of M should 
spread to secondary movement and hand· 
shape change. The small number next to P 
means the location of hands. (18) shows that 
handshape change takes place in the same 10· 

cation. 
Next, I consider the example of SHOCKED. 
In Liddel(l993)j'l, he says that MP model would 
appar.ently represent it as a sequence of two 
Ps in (19), and the representation faces the 
difficulty in representing the initial and final 
holds. In (14), Hayesinsists on using only 
one mora to explain three phonetic facts: 

initial hold, final hold and handshape change. 
However, I divide it into three syllables in (20), 
as in (18), and give a full mora to only P in 
initial syllable. 

(I9) SHOCKED 
a a 

1 1 

Jl Jl 

1 1 
[ Jp [ Jp 

(S -> C) (C -> S) 

(20) SHOCKED 

a a a 

11 ~ 
Jl Jl Jl Jl 

Vf'v/1 1 
P, M P, M P, 

When Perlmutter shows the phonological 
structure of SHOCKED, he must add paren· 
theses under P. To compensate for this 
weakness, J-1ayes proposes the structure of 
one syllable in (14). But in (18), considering 
that he gives a mora to handshape change, it 
follows that the syllable should have two mo· 
ras in it. Furthermore, when one mora is 
given to initial and final hold, the syllable of 
(14) needs four moras. The proposed revision 
of this paper is given in (20), and it has the four· 
syllable structure with three moras. Also, M 
(handshape) of the second syllable, which 
shows a nucleus in colloquial phonology, and 
P (final hold) which indicates a coda in spa· 
ken phonology, are given moras. 

Hayes explains that the difference be· 
tween UNDERSTAND with path movement 
and UNDERSTAND without path movement is 
the existence of only one P as in (lGa) and 
(1Gb), and does not give each mora to both 
path movement and handshape change. Un
like MP model in (21), he gives one mora to 
handshape change in nonpath and emphatic 
form in (lGc). 
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(21) a. UNDERSTANDp",h 
a 

I 
j1 

~ 
[lp [lM [lp 

b. UNDERSTANDnonp"h 
a 

I 
j1 

I 
[ lp 

This is the same as the explanation of MP 
model by Perlmutter in path or nonpath and 
nonemphatic form. In MP model, path move· 
ment can constitute a syllable on its own, but 
handshape change and secondary movement 
are features included in both P and M. Does 
handshape change or secondary movement 
with path movement have the same length as 
one without path movement? At this stage, it 

is difficult to tell. According to Perlmutter's 
explanation, an M does not include hand
shape change or secondary movement but 
path movement. An M is more sonorous than 
a P, so it looks like a vowel in spoken phonology. 
Though path movement of an M is given a 
mora as a nucleus, handshape change and 
secondary movement are not always given a 
mora, which is contradictory. 

In spoken English, phonologists have not 
made a phonological issue of whether a mora 
is length, because whether a mora means 
length or not, it is not an important problem. 
In fact, the length of every mora in English is 
different. But even if we don't think of a mora 
as length but rather as weight, it is not clear 
whether weight in ASL phonology is effective 
or not for the reasons mentioned above. 

It should, therefore, be supposed that an 
M includes not only path movement but also 
handshape change and secondary movement, 
and has a mora. And it also should be sup
posed that the combination of path movement, 
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handshape change and secondary movement 
does not increase the number of moras. In 
(22), I propose that the syllable of (21) and (16) 
is divided into two. 

(22) UNDERSTANDp"h 
a a 

I ~ 
j1 j1 j1 

L/l I 
P, M P, 

UNDERST AND"np"," 
a a 

I ~ 
j1 j1 j1 

L/l I 
P, M P, 

How, then, should the emphatic form of 
UNDERSTAND be explained? It cannot be 
explained through MP by Perlmutter. Both 
forms of UNDERSTAND in (l6a) and (l6b) 
above can have emphatic forms. Hayes pre
sents (l6c), the emphatic form of (22b), as a 
proposed revision. 

There are some problems with this model. 
One is that onset has a mora, and as I have 
already shown it, onset doesn't have a mora 
in spoken phonology. The second problem 1 
have described, is that if there is only one 
mora in long hold, it is impossible to under
stand the difference between long and short 
hold. In (l6c), whether there is a final long 
hold or a final short hold, the same syllable 
structure is the same. The third and biggest 
problem is where the initial mora appears 
from. In MP, the phonological rule of mora 
insertion is applied only to the phrase final 
position, but in (22) it is applied to the phrase 
initial position. In this paper, 1 propose ex
trametricality. Extrametricality rules as a no
tion of metrical theory were put forth by 
Liberman and Prince (1977)'0), and the idea of 
general rules of extrametricality were pro
posed in I-Iayes (1982)3).' They designate a 
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particular prosodic constituent as invisible for 
the purposes of rule application, and if extra
metricality rules are applied to constituents, 
they are sheltered from any phonological 
rules and protected from input to output. 

(23) UNDERSTANDn,np"h. 'mph,", 
a a 

/1 ~ 
(p) p p p 

~I 
P M P 

In (23), the initial mora of the first syllable is 
evacuated by extrametlicality. When this syl
lable begins with short hold, the evacuated 
mora remains extrametlical, and when it be
gins with long hold, the extrametricality is de
leted at the stage of its output. One problem 
of extrametricality being removed in output 
arises, but if syllabification can be divided 
into two (initial syllabification and resyllabifi
cation), this phenomenon is well explained. It 

is because when the syllable begins with short 
hold, only initial syllabification is applied to 
the syllable, and the initial mora can be con
sidered to remain extrametlical up to resyllab
ification, and when it begins with long hold, 
both initial syllabification and resyllabification 
are applied to it. 

Hayes (1981)') says that the unmarked 
edge for extramemcality is the light edge, and 
the left edge is the marked edge. The theory 
of extrametlicality, then, is not universal. 

Next I consider the syllable structure of 
Korean, as shown by lun (1994)9). He shows 
"partial reduplication" applicable only to ono
matopoeic words of Korean as follows: 

(24) p'apaIJ 

a a 

v1J1 
p a p a 

The initial mora of the first syllable is floating 
because an onset does not have any moras, so 
a phonological rule of "Stray Erasure" (!to 
1986)'>' (Steliade 1982)'1) ought to be applied to 
it. The parenthesis of the final mora means 
extrametricality. Stray erasure is a rule that 
any melodic matelial not associated to a skel
etal point at the end of a delivation is erased 
at that stage. If there was a rule of mora 
deletion, it would delete the mora as a subrule 
of stray erasure. But when compensatory 
lengthening is respected, we encounter another 
problem, which will be discussed later. 
® Last of all, I give consideration to the ex
ample of the phrase GOOD NIGHT and the 
compound GOOD-NIGHT. 
When the MH model in (12) is compared with 
the MP model in (13), it is obviously odd that 
GOOD NIGHT has the same number of moras 
as GOOD-NIGHT. Liddell (1993) says, "In 
compound GOOD-NIGHT, the only remnant 
of GOOD (the first member of the compound) 
is a contact at the chin. The movement away 
from the chin and the final contact are deleted. 
..... the duration of the first member of a 
compound should be only a fraction of the 
duration of a simple (monosyllabic) sign." 
Hayes offers a proposed revision in (17). 

My proposed revision is shown in (25). 

(25) a. GOOD NIGHT 
a a a a 

1 ~ ~ ~ 
p p p p p p p 

V1 1 1 V1 1 
P M P M P M P 

b. GOOD-NIGHT 

a a 

I~ 
p p p 

V11 
P M P 

A selious problem appears here which is also 
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seen in Hayes's proposed revision, and that is 
the number of moras. In (17), the structure of 
the compound word GOOD-NIGHT is derived 
from the phrase GOOD NIGHT, and two moras 
are deleted in the derivation by the "Mora 
Deletion" rule which states that a mora is 
deleted in compounding. It is hard to believe 
that Hayes (1989)4), who proposes Compensa· 
tory Lengthening (CL), explains the phonological 
phenomenon by using Mora Deletion. CL can 
stand up without Mora Deletion; in fact, CL is 
incompatible with mora deletion. In (25), the 
number of moras in input is different from 
that in output; still, Mora Deletion should be 
allowed to apply, if CL is respected. I will 
leave discussion of that for another occasion. 

6. Conclusion 

I have talked about the revision of using 
the mora and tried to use it for the explanation 
of phonological phenomena in ASL phonology. 
But I wonder if in fact the mora is effective or 
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necessary in it. What is the reason for using 
the mora? I think there are three possible 
reasons. In spoken phonology, a mora plays 
the role of drawing stress, and in ASL phonol
ogy, too, a mora can also be thought to play 
the same role to trigger drawing something 
phonological. But now it is not clear what 
the mora of sign language phonology triggers 
and/or affects. The second reason is that it 
triggers CL in spoken phonology, which 
Hayes, a former advocator, denies by using 
mora deletion. If mora deletion is applied, a 
mora does not play any role in triggering CL. 
The length of it is the third reason, but the 
mora as length is regarded as questionable 
because it is different in its position in spoken 
language. As a result, the mora cannot be 
considered to play an effective role in sign 
language phonology, and compared with spo
ken phonology, it cannot be said to be useful. 

It is also difficult to imagine that the syllable 
structure with the mora is useful to explain 
sign language phonology. 

Notes 

I. M-epenthesis inserts an M between each of H segments, and H-deletion deletes medial Ms. 
2. a. Constituency Only constituents (segment, syllable, foot, phonological word, affix) may be 

marked as extrametrical. 
b. Peripherality A constituent may be extrametrical only if it is at a designated edge (left or right) 

of its domain. 
c. Edge Markedness The unmarked edge for extrametricality is the right edge. 
d. Nonexhaustivity An extrametricality rule is blocked if it would render the entire domain of 

the stress rules extrametrical. (Hayes, 1995)6) 
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'¥if.liO)tfilll'lilll1O)~ L:tJ I~ IH' < -::>iI'O) cc f ;t.-il'fl'tET '15 0 :c 0) <pC' 'b f1j I~ MH cc f;t.- (Movement Hold 

model) I: MP CC f;t.- (Movement Position model) lJ:ft~li'J~ 'b on:', :c 0)* & ~ilHJ: MP cc f ;t.-il'J:J~ 

tfilliiiiO)tflilill'lilll11: JeJ L:Clil!illl1, -::>;); 'J tfliliC'~T 0) I~ j'j' VC MH cc f;t.- IJ: tflilill'lilll1 ~ji!!!ll L t,n '0 tflilill'lilll1~ 

ji!!JIj T {, lOt*O)lUt,;, IJ: J:J~tfilliiii I: 0) t~ijj(ilniJlmC',ji, '15 !ii:c',ji, '15 il<, MP cc f;t.- I~ lJ:r<1lim 'b fl'tET '15 0 :c 0) r"~im 

1~j'j'T 'I5~lE<l>iI'tfilliiii"ji:il'iI~ J: '? -c~<l> ~ n -c I' '15 iI', ;); ttr"5iml;l:mlill ~ n -C Id" I '0 ~C'I;I:;); t,,~ ~ n-c 
I' '15 r"'iml~j'j' L -cJ!~ '15 ~lE<l>~~iFT '15 'b 0)C',ji, '15 0 J!1~'¥if.litfilliiii I: J:J~tfilliiii~ JeJ t.: JB~!C'~a)jT '15 :: I: 

iI'C' & nli, :c n J? H~ijj(T '15 :: I: I~ J: IJ 'b '? I: -.t'¥ < '¥if.Ii~~Ij)jC' & '15 UlHon '15 0 .!Il.tE, 51fiilO)5t!l!fC'IJ:'¥ 
if.IiO)£l:i!UiI'J! I~m'll! I~ ~ '? -c & -c I' '15 0 :c 0)5IfiilO)5t!l!f I~ m, -c 'b '¥if.Ii I: J:J~ ~ jjU k O)lilLS(il' J? liiii t.: '15 0) C' 1;1: ~ 
<, JeJt.:mt,;,iI'J?;z,.'I5:: l:ilniJjJ~l~t"nliJ: 1)1I!lmil<<g!i!JI~~'I5:: I: 1:,,[(bn'l5 o 
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